
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Student Directions: 
We will be keeping an interactive 
notebook for the entire school 
year. This will be the title page for 
your notebook.  
 

A table of contents is useful but 
not required. If you prefer one, 
title the 3 pages after the “My 
Biology Notebook”. DO NOT 
number them. “Science about me” 
will be page 1 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student Directions: 

Help me get to know you!   
 

Title page 1 (this is the back of “my 
biology notebook” page) “Science 
about me” 
Cut out the box to the left and place 
this on the second page of your 
notebook.  Number as Page 1. 
 
Answer these questions about 
yourself so that I might get to know 
you a bit better. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Student instructions:  

Title page 5 of your journal: “TEKS Summary” 

Print out the STAAR Biology quick reference guide 

found on the following link and glue it on page 5. 

https://www.esc20.net/page/open/53490/0/Biology_QuickRe

ference_2018.pdf 

If they change the link over the summer and this does not 

work-google STAAR Biology quick reference guide 2019. The 

document looks like this.  

 

 

 

 

 

On this same page write and answer the following 

questions 

1. How many TEKS must be covered to prepare for 
STAAR? (count them) 

2. Students take an end of year survey. A question 
asks what is something you wish the teacher 
would do differently. Several students always 
write “not go as fast.” Using your answer to 
question 1 explain why this is not possible.  

 

Student Directions: 

 Title page 2 “What is an A” (we will 
complete this during the first week of 
school” 

 

Student Directions: 

• Title pages 3 and 4 “Policies and 
Procedures”  
 

• Leave these pages blank. We will go 
over policies and procedures during the 
first week of school and they will be 
glued here 

 

 

https://www.esc20.net/page/open/53490/0/Biology_QuickReference_2018.pdf
https://www.esc20.net/page/open/53490/0/Biology_QuickReference_2018.pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section Two:  
Using the list provided, construct 20 

words by combining root words. Each 
word must be followed by a definition 
of what the word means. Your words 
do not have to be real words. You can 
have as many prefixes/suffixes in the 

word as you like.  
 

Example: Chlorophobia- fear of the 
color green 

  
The following table contains a list of 

commonly used root words.  

Student Directions: 
Title pages 6-10 “Root 
Words” 

Glue the next pages of root 
words in your journal on 
pages 6-9 

Complete Section Two 
activity on page 10 in your 
notebook. 



Root Meaning Example 
A   

A Without Abiotic Factor 

Aero Air Aerobic 

An Without Anaerobic 

Anti Against Anti-government 

 Auto Self Automatic 

Ase Enzyme lactase 

   

B   

Bi Two Bilayer 

Bio Life Biology 

   

   

   

C   

Carni Meat Carnivore 

Chlor Light Green Chlorophyll 

Co Shared Co-op 

Cyte(o) Cell Cytoplasm 

   

   

D   

De To Reverse Decomposer 

Derm Skin Dermatologist 

Detri Dead Detrivore 

Di Two Diploid 

   

   

E   

Ecto Outer Ectoderm 

Elle Little Organelle 

Endo Within Endoskeleton 

Eu True Eukaryotic 

Ex Out Exit 

Exo Out Exoskeleton 

   

   



F   

   

   

   

G   

Gamei Husband or Wife Gamete 

Gen Genes Genealogy 

   

   

H   

Haplo Single Haploid 

Hered Heir Heredity 

Hetero Different Heterozygous 

Homo Same Homeostasis 

Hydro Water Hydrophobic 

Hyper Over Hypertonic 

Hypo Under Hypotonic 

Halo Salt halophile 

   

I   

Iso Equal Isotone 

Ine Contains nitrogen adenine 

   

J   

   

   

   

   

K   

Kary Nucleus Prokaryote 

   

   

L   

Logy Study Of Biology 

Lysis Break Up Lysosome 

   

   

   



M   

Macro Large Macromolecules 

Mer Unit Monomer 

Meta Middle Metaphase 

Micro Small Microscope 

Mono One Monomer 

Multi More Than One Multicellular 

   

   

N   

   

   

O   

Omni All Omnivore 

Osis Condition or Process Mitosis 

Ose Sugar glucose 

   

   

P   

Phago Eat Phagocytosis 

Philic Having a Preference For Hydrophyllic 

Phobic Having an Aversion To Hydrophobic 

Photo Light Photosynthesis 

Phyll Leaf Chlorophyll 

Phyto Plants Phytoplankton 

Plasm To Form Cytoplasm 

Pod Foot Pseudopod 

Poly Many Polymer 

Pro Before Prokaryotic 

Pseudo Fake Pseudoscience 

Psychro Cold psychrophile 

Pan All pandemic 

Pheno Show phenotype 

Per Through permeability 

   

Q   

   

   



R   

Re Again, New Regeneration 

   

S   

Stasis Remain Constant Homeostasis 

Some Body Lysosome 

Sym Together symbiosis 

   

T   

Tetra Four Tetrad 

Tonic Strength Isotonic 

Troph Feeding Autotroph 

Tel/Telo End Telophase 

Therm Heat Endotherm 

Trans Across Tranverse 

Tropism Response Thigmotropism 

Thigma Touch thigmotropism 

Tri Three triangle 

   

U   

Uni One Unicellular 

   

   

V   

Vore To Devour Carnivore 

   

W   

   

   

X   

   

   

Y   

   

   

Z   

Zoa(o) Animal Zoology 

Zy To Pair Zygote 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Student instructions: 
 

 Title pages 11-17 “Lab Equipment” 

 For each piece of lab equipment use the 
following word bank and name the 
equipment. Use the lab titled “lab 
equipment practice” to complete the 
functions. Use google for any equipment not 
in the lab.  

 Cut out each table and glue them in order on 
pages 11-13.  

 Glue the pages titled of “lab equipment use 
and care” on pages 14-16. (These contain 
the instructions for proper use of each type 
of equipment) 

 Complete the lab equipment practice 
questions and glue them on page 17.  

Word Bank: 
Bunson burner    Petri dish 
Test tube    Funnel  
Test tube holder   Stirring rod  
Test tube rack    Inoculating loop 
Mortar and Pestle   pipette 
Scupula    Erlenmeyer flask 
Microscope    Beaker   
Graduated cylinder   Electronic scale 
Test tube brush   Weighing boat 
Well plate    Hot Plate 



 



Lab Equipment Practice Questions 

1. When asked for observations, what should you use?  
 

2. How should graduated cylinders be stored if not in use? 
 

3. What size graduated cylinder should be used?  
 

4. What should not be done when adding a substance to glassware?  
 

5. What must be used before weighing a powder?  
 

6. What must be used before weighing a penny? 
 

7. What piece of equipment must be used to transfer a small amount 
of powdered substance?  
 

8. T/F a test tube holder may be removed to allow more room in the 
beaker for additional test tubes.  

9. T/F a test tube must be held with a test tube holder at all times. It 
cannot rest against the side. 
 

10. Label the width and length of the following item: 
 

 

11. This item is to scale. What unit of measure will you use to measure?  
 

12. What two pieces of lab equipment can be used for approximate 
measurements of a liquid? 
 

13. Why must you avoid touching substances with the tip of a dropper 
or pipette? 
 

14. What must never be used when magnifying using the high power 
objective of a microscope?  
 

15. What can occur if the sink nozzle is not turned gently? 

 

 Title page 18 Parts of a microscope.  
o Follow the instructions on the assignment titled 

“Color the Microscope”  
o Once completed fold it in half and glue on page 18.  
o Complete the questions titled “Parts of a 

microscope and glue them on page 19.  
 

 Title page 20-23 Lab Safety 
o Refer to “summer assignment checklist, part 2 for 

instructions on completing the following 4 
worksheets. 

 Zombie college 
 Recognizing lab safety 
 Recognizing lab safety T/F 
 Safety symbols  

o Once completed, glue on pages 20-23 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Parts of a microscope Questions 

1. What two structures on the microscope will you use to focus on 

your specimen?  

 

 

2. Why should you never use the coarse adjustment knob on high 

power?  

 

3. What will happen if you use direct sunlight to observe your 

specimen? 
 

4. Our microscopes have four objectives. What are their powers? 
 

5. What is the magnification of the ocular lens?  
 

6. What is the shortest objective called?  
 

7. The object to be magnified must be positioned over the 

________________________________. This can be accomplished 

using the _____________________________________.  

8. How do you switch objectives? 
 

9. Which structure controls how much light passes through the 

specimen? 
 

 

10. You should carry the microscope by placing your palm on the 

_____________________ and gripping the ___________________ 

with your other hand. 
 

11. How can you prevent your slide from slipping on the stage? 
 
 

12. How do you determine total magnification?  

 

 

 



Recognizing Lab safety 

  DIRECTIONS:  Using your safety contract, in each of the following situations, write 
“yes” if the proper safety procedures are being followed and “no” if they are 
not.  Then give a reason for your answer. 
 
1. Bubba cannot find matches to light his Bunsen burner.  The student next to him 

picks up a lighted burner and says, “Here, you can use my flame to light your 
burner.”  

 

 

2. Jim Bob notices that the electrical cord on his microscope is frayed near the 
plug.  He takes the microscope to his teacher and asks for permission to use 
another one.  

 

 

3. The directions in lab manual instruct students to pour a small amount of 
hydrochloric acid into a beaker.   Hawkeye puts on safety goggles and a lab 
apron before pouring the acid into the beaker.  

 

 

4. Trapper John finds a paper clip on the floor, and becomes curious.  He wants to 
know what will happen if he sticks the paper clip in the electrical outlet at his 
lab desk.  His lab partners agree, and he performs his experiment.  

 

 

 

5. While using ice in a lab, Major Burns puts a piece of ice down Captain Pierce’s 
shirt.  To get even, Pierce grabs a handful and returns the favor.    

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Recognizing Lab Safety T/F 
 
DIRECTIONS:  Read each of the statements below.  If the statement is true, then 
write “True” in the space provided.  If the statement is false, then write “False” and 
fix the statement so that it is true. 

6. ____While in the lab, it is okay to begin touching or using the items 
on the lab tables without being instructed to do so, as long as you 
know how to use and handle the equipment. 

 

7. ____ If something is spilled or broken in the lab, just cover it up or kick it 
out of the way if no one saw you do it. 
 
 

8. ____If an acid gets on your skin, the best thing to do is to tell your teacher 
immediately, and flush the area with lots of water. 

 

9. When dissecting, you should cut away from yourself. 
 

10. The best place to throw away garbage or unwanted items is in the lab sink, 
because teachers love to pick up other people’s messes.  
 
 

11. Long hair should be tied back during labs so it does not get in the way. 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Title page 24 “Characteristics of living things”  

Biology is the study of life. To study life you must know the 7 characteristics that 

make an organism alive. Write the following in your journal on page 23. 

 

M 

R 

S 

 

G 

R 

E 

N 

 

Mrs. Gren is an acronym that will help you recall the characteristic of life. Watch 

the following video, record the characteristics and a short description of each.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHPYRwCWAzM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QHPYRwCWAzM


Title Page 25-27 Levels of organization.  

1. Place the following levels in order from smallest to largest by writing them in the 
blanks on the document titled “levels of organization nesting boxes. The smallest 
and largest levels are completed for you. Color the boxes according to the 
instructions below.   

Biosphere-15-Dark Green  Organelle-Gray Cell- light orange 

Community-Light Green Element-1-light pink Organ-dark pink   

Tissue-purple Population-yellow Monomer-Brown 

Organism-red Biome-Dark Blue Species-Tan 

Polymer-dark orange Organ system-Black Ecosystem – light blue 

2. Match the following definitions to each term and write them in the correct nesting 
box (they are random).  

3. Follow the instructions for the 2nd page of “levels of organization nesting box” which 
contains pictures of examples for each level of organization.  

a. Number the picture that matches the level with the correct number (the 
largest has been completed for you.) 

b. Color each image the same color as its corresponding nesting box. 
(Biosphere (image numbered 15) will be colored Dark green.  

c. Label each circle that only contains non-living things as abiotic.  
4. Once completed fold in half and glue on page 25 and 26.  
5. Answer the Levels of organization practice questions and glue them on page 27.  

Levels of Organization Practice questions: 

1.  Select the largest level of organization among the following: 
a. Organ 
b. organ system 
c. organism 
d. tissue 

2. Select the smallest level of organization among the following: 
a. Community 
b. organ system 
c. organism 
d. population 

3. Life is organized in a hierarchical fashion. Which of the following 
sequences illustrates that hierarchy as it goes upward? 

a. ecosystem, population, organ system, cell, community, 
molecule, organ, organism 

b. cell, molecule, organ system, organ, population, organism, 
ecosystem, community 

c. organism, organ system, population, organ, community, cell 
ecosystem, molecule 

d. molecule, cell, organ, organ system, organism, population, 
community, ecosystem 

e. ecosystem, molecule, cell, organism, organ system, organ, 
community 

4. The integumentary is a system comprised of many 
______________ which are then made up of _________________.  

5. Skeletal muscles are made up of cells that contain many 
mitochondria. These _____________________ help produce 
energy for the cells that make up muscle ______________. 

6. Describe the difference between species and population.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Consists of only one kind of 
atom, cannot be broken down 
into a simpler type of matter 
by either physical or chemical 

means  

Large biological molecule 
formed from monomers 

combined by chemical bonds 

Groups of tissues working 
together to perform a specific 

function 

A living thing that can carry 
out all the basic life processes  

 

Specialized structure within a 
cell that performs specific 

cellular functions 

A group of specialized cells 
working together to perform a 

specific activity 
 
 

all the biotic factors in a 
particular location, together 

with their 
abiotic factors 

members of the same 
species that live in the 

same area 
 

Composed of two or more 
organs working together to 
perform a certain function 

Basic units of structure and 
function in living organisms 

a large area that has the same 
climate and communities 

Single unit when combined 
forms a larger complex 

molecule 

the region of the Earth that 
supports life 

 

All the populations of an 
ecosystem 

 

Group of organisms that look 
alike, can reproduce and 
produce fertile offspring 

 



Title page 28 pH Scale 
 
One of the first topics we will discuss is pH and how it affects the human 
body. You must be familiar with the pH scale.  

1. Draw, number and color the pH scale found in this document: 
https://tinyurl.com/ydfksrhb 

2. Add the following labels in the correct locations: acid, base, neutral 
3. Add the following common products and body fluids/locations in the 

correct location.  

Substance pH Substance pH 
Battery acid 0 Urine, saliva, milk 6 

Stomach acid (HCl) 1 Pure water 7 

Lemon juice 2 Shampoos  7-10 

  Blood 7.35-7.45 

Coke 2.5 Toothpaste 9 

Orange juice and 
aspirin 

3 Detergent 10 

Acid rain 4.5 Bleach 13 

Buffered Aspirin 5 Liquid drain 
cleaner 

14 

Healthy skin, hair and 
nails 

5.5 Stomach 4 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

  

https://tinyurl.com/ydfksrhb

